Imagine turning your existing glass into a practically impenetrable shield that actually protects you.

It's possible with the XDS Glass Protection System. Based on a revolutionary proprietary process, developed in the US, it first strengthens any glass by 400% and then keeps it intact in its frame, even if the impact or force is enough to break it. All of which makes the glass practically impenetrable.

How it works:
There are two parts to the system. One - A super tough mylar polyester with a scratch-resistant coating. Two - A specially formulated & proprietary high temperature acrylic adhesive, which when applied to the glass, actually infiltrates the glass pores, gets absorbed and hardens, to strengthen the glass itself.

The XDS Glass Protection System is easy to install on to any glass, and it can be done on-site in just a few hours. Best of all, its surprisingly cost effective.

Tested, proven and chosen: Installed in over 37 countries worldwide. Endorsed and used by law enforcement agencies conforms to international standards. Protects the key government, military and civilian institution around the world including India.

The result? The same glass now becomes so strong, it actually repels objects hurled at it! That includes bricks and firebombs. In fact, in certain thicknesses, it even becomes bullet resistant.

From burglary and car break-in, to explosions, accidents and earthquakes. Name it, you are protected
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